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All snowboarding is local. No matter where we normally ride, it’s the hidden hip,
secret shot or whole new zone that makes a good day sick. Yet lines are not limited to
a home hill, as dropping-in on someone else’s spot is part of the deal. Stumbling on
prime terrain, hooking up with a new crew or getting shown the goods are all in the
cards when visiting a new area. Each mountain has its stashes, scenes and customs,
but these eccentric peripherals make each mission unlike the ride back home. And
that regular switch keeps things fresh and fun.
Dropping a new line has always fit the Foursquare vibe. Since day one, our gear has
earned respect at every hill because we set our own style with inspiration rather than
duplication. We select only top-shelf waterproof/breathable fabrics, smooth snap-out
heaters and insulating high-loft fill for construction to keep weather in check. Each
functional feature is designed from a lift-to-line perspective that keeps design simple
and clean. But the final element is refined style that leaves a strong impression in
any scene that we know how to ride.
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2009 Men’s Outerwear Line Overview

MEN’S Convertible Liner Series pages 6 - 11

Aaron Jacket

Melnik Jacket / Vergel Pant

Arroyo Jacket / Zino Pant

Brady Jacket / Trappe Pant

Duval Pant

PJ Jacket / Yeung Pant

Manfredi Jacket

Jared Jacket

Coco Jacket / Zacoby Pant

Stevo Jacket

Wright Jacket

Searle Jacket / Boswell Pant

Doug Jacket / Smith Pant

Fabian Jacket / Wong Pant

MEN’S Insulated Series pages 12 - 21

Ruff Jacket / Allen Pant

Michaylira Jacket / Hoffman Pant

MEN’S Shell Series pages 22 - 31

Omar Jacket / Baraveto Pant

Adams Jacket / Q Pant

BOY’S Outerwear pages 32 - 35

Mel Jacket / Verge Pant
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Fredi Jacket / Lil Wong Pant

Lil Fabian Jacket

Men’s Outerwear Features

2009

7

1. Cross-Breeze Vents

21. Zip-Tight Hem

2. Glove Holders

22. Pull-Tight Hem

3. Waterproof/Breathable
Membranes

23. Snap-Tight Hem

Dump heat quick when hiking with the cooling cross-breeze of vents
inside and out. No-snag mesh keeps snow outside and adds flash with
printed pinstriping.
Stash gloves with a single snap when eating lunch, retying boots,
buying a lift ticket or screwing with bindings. The tensioned cord
hides beneath a cargo flap when idle.

34

This thin, permanent film on the inside of our shell fabric prevents
snow, sleet and rain from breaking the seal. Microscopic pores allow
sweat to escape when charging hard.

4. Shell Fabric Ratings

31
8

25. Ticket Window

6. Snap-in Warm-ups

26. Goggle Pocket

7. Sheddable Hood Fur

27. Internal Security Pocket

8. Fog-free Exhaust

28. Media Pocket

When bunkered in the collar to save face on the chair, our exhaust
vent channels each see-your-breath exhale out existing mesh vents so
goggles don’t fog.
13

(Diagram represents only a
portion of the total women’s
outerwear features)

24

9. Mix-and-Match Cheat Sheet

11. Cross-thigh Cargos

31. Three-Layer Fabric

13. Tab-down Waist Gaiters

Custom tabs in all Foursquare pants allow a quick link between jacket
gaiter and pant band. The result is a bombproof–or bomb-hole-proof–
seal against snow.

14. Full Seam Taping

At the 10K threshold and above, every stitch of seam is taped to ensure a leakproof seal. The 5K styles use critical taping to stop seepage
in the seat and shoulders.

2

15. Overlapped Articulation

Instead of just pinching it off at the knee, we fold our pleats in a
military-style overlapped construction for a distinct look that allows
for a greater range of motion.

16. Custom Trims

16

We invest time and thought into each Foursquare trim to give it the
refined style that makes our brand so highbrow. From zips to tape
each special trim is verifiably custom.

17. Fixed Synthetic Fill

Lofted synthetic insulation brings a higher degree of warmth to our
insulated and convertible pieces. This shiver-resistant fill traps heat
even during wet storm cycles.

22

18. Drop Hood Construction

Dropping down for zero-blind protection but hanging back with no
chokehold, our fixed hood lets the collar stand when not in use.

19. Hot Pocket Gaiters

Keep the cuff-to-cuff gap covered with this stretch gaiter. Stashes a
single-serving heater at each wrist to regulate total body temp.

30

No sick day is complete without the soundtrack. This pocket stashes
your pod inside and routes cords internally so eclectic playlists with
everything from Death Cab and Jurassic 5 to Kiss and Motorhead keep
rocking without interruption.

30. Booty Access Feature

When another dog at lunch creates an immediate need for more girth,
this notch of Lycra® expands to give an extra inch of room around the
belt. Men’s pants only.

25

Stow the stuff it would suck to lose until spring on the inside, and zip
this interior pocket closed to keep them safe. No more sweeping for
keys after a scorpion.

10. 20/20 Hoods

12. Chilidog Gusset
35

Being ready with a spare pair on a deep day means more fresh tracks
than your buddy who forgot to think ahead. Stash yellow lens specials
at hip level in our scratch-resistant pocket.

29. Men’s Lining

A Foursquare signature, this lift-access configuration stows highpriority stuff in the cargo and also dumps heat chimney-style through
a zip-open thigh vent inset above the pocket.

13

Keep the pass or ticket tucked safely away with our under-flap access
pocket. An easy one-handed lift when asked to show your pass. No
more leashes, laces, cords or strings.

Each jacket and pant in the line comes with a custom style guide to
prevent clashing your kit when matching plaids, patterns, stripes
and solids.
Cinching both peripherally and around the aperture, our detachable
hoods shut out elements while still keeping the line or the landing in
clear view. No blindsides means fewer tumbles.

12

24. Battery-Charged Heated Liner

5. Pro Patterns

All our faux hood fur can be peeled off quickly when high pressure
is the rule. When cold air returns, snap it back on and warm up,
Arctic-seal style.

20

Instead of rocking pirate pants, this feature snaps hems up into
the leg lining to protect cuffs from wear, grime and being dragged
through the mud.
Dial in the right temp with this electrified fleece liner. A removable
controller turns up heat from one hand pocket while a removable
battery plugs into the other and delivers eight hours of heat on a
six-hour charge. Soft, washable wiring transfers heat to chest and
shoulder panels.

The heaters in our convertible series snap in with a no-zip interface
that allows unhindered bend-and-twist mobility while still allowing for
fumble-free operation of the waist gaiter.

6

Pull cuffs out of the muck with this taffeta tab system that tucks
inside inseam vents. Two-level snap provides different levels of lift to
match personal sag.

From 5K to 25K our waterproof fabric ratings identify the seal at the
shell. The second number in the mathematical formula is breathability, which utilizes microscopic pores to let steam and sweat vapors
escape to prevent the kit from overheating.
Eddie goes stealth when riding for fun and bright when filming for
exposure. These two patterns satisfy the alternating requirements of
his pro-level profession.

19

Raise hems above mud, grit and asphalt without bending down or
rolling them up. A special non-opening zipper adds five inches of lift
with a single one-way motion.

Vertically striped linings add a bit of classic flash when suiting up in
the A.M. or stripping down at the car. Tan, grey, black or blaze.
Tighten or loosen SLR laces in line or on the chair by simply pulling,
tucking and re-zipping. Inset in the pocket, this handle-width opening
Velcros® closed when boots feel just right.
Our three-layer 25K fabric features a translucent tricot backing that
feels smooth on bare skin. Highly waterproof and highly breathable.

32. Fusion Seam Technology

Fused seams and zips prevent single-stitch punctures of the waterproof seal and save on stiffening seam tape.

33. Hidden Hood Cinch

By tucking toggles inside the chest pocket, this cleaner cinch system
keeps hands protected when battening down the hood on storm days.

34. Back Arm Venting

Anatomically placed arm vents allow heat to rise skyward when riding
hard. A left/right configuration keeps the shoulder blades free of
stiff zippers.

35. Hip Vent Placement

Outseam positioning keeps zippers at arms length, whether sitting on
the chair, hiking the pipe or balancing carefully on heelside.

36. Goose Down

A feathery supply of 80/20 goose down insures our 25K puffy is packed
with a high feather-to-fill ratio. This high-grade mix means lots of
warmth with minimal weight.

37. Stowable Balaclava

For days that mandate zero exposed skin, this stashed protection
keeps the face covered when riding out severe windchills. Single snap
attaches clava to collar.

38. Tailored Fit

Modern and stylish, this fit trims the sag out of the standard
snowboard silhouette. A more sophisticated way to rock the latest
on-hill style.

39. Baggy Fit

For girls who will rock only the biggest and baggiest, this XL fit option
is designed to enable pants to sag low on the hips. Big loops allow for
a thick studded belt.

20. Ghost Gaiters

Shockcord this gaiter tight with a thumb-through entry to reduce
wrist exposure. Low-bulk design keeps the stealth gaiter undetected
when not in use.
(Diagram represents only a
portion of the total women’s
outerwear features)
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MENS_Convertible Liner Series

{OUTERWEAR}

ARROYO JACKET

· Stealth hood adjustment
· Pit zips
· Sleeve pocket
· Snap-out breathable tricot
warm-up with rib knit binding
· Fixed hood

This convertible keeps on-hill style both clean and technical. Snap-out jock jacket lounges in luxury and undercover cinches protect hands when engaging the hood.
10,000 mm Waterproofing / 10,000g Breathability
liner:
White
Logo Grid

liner:
Black
Logo Grid

Reflex A Poppin {M/37}

liner:
White
Logo Grid

Keep Cool Leaf

liner:
Da Nile
Logo Grid

{M/35}

Newold Ripgrid {M/36}

liner:
Black
Logo Grid

Olivine {M/14}

liner:
taupe

Black {M/1}

White {M/39}

Stealth Hood Cinch

Snap-In Liner

Pull Tight Hem

Back View

ZINO PANT

Weatherproof with a warm liner inside, this clean, flat
cargo is a two-part value. Long waffle-knit short snaps
out for watching Absinthe movies or playing Wii tennis.
10,000 mm Waterproofing / 10,000g Breathability

liner:
Black

liner:
Black

Darkness Ripgrid {M/7}

liner:
Oxford
Tan

Black Logo Grid {M/8}

liner:
Sierra
Madre
Oxford Tan {M/11}
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liner:
Sierra
Madre

liner:
Oxford
Tan
White {M/39}

liner:
Oxford
Tan
Blaze {M/29}

· Hidden glove holder
· Inseam vents
· Dual entry cargos
· Snap-out waffle warm-up short
· Pull tight hem adjustment

Sierra Madre {M/3}

Da Nile {M/13}

liner:
Black
Black {M/1}

Convertible Top / Bottom Liner

2009

Convertible Liner Series_MENS

{OUTERWEAR}

BRADY JACKET

Cover all conditions with two riding jackets for the price
of one. The stand-alone windbreaker comes stock with
contrast-piping pop and spring-day repellency.

· Ticket window
· Rib knit collar
· Removable spring-slush windbreaker
· Drop hood

5,000 mm Waterproofing
liner:
White

liner:
White

Green Polo Plus {M/38}

liner:
White

liner:
White

Sierra Madre {M/3}

Blaze Polo Plus {M/23}

liner:
Black

North Sea {M/4}

liner:
Black

Black Leaves {M/9}

Black {M/1}

Ticket Window

Back View

Blow Out Hem

Rib Knit Collar

TRAPPE PANT

Three-in-one value makes this a perfect riding combo
for saving some cash. Snap out the slick basketball-style
short when sleeping it off indoors.

· Hidden thigh pocket
· Snap-out shiny tricot liner
· Snap tight hem adjustment

5,000 mm Waterproofing
liner:
Sierra
Madre

liner:
Black

Brillance {M/28}

liner:
Sierra
Madre

Convertible Top / Bottom Liner

liner:
Oxford
Tan

Black Leaves {M/9}

liner:
Oxford
Tan

Sierra Madre {M/3}

Oxford Tan {M/11}

liner:
Black

Olivine {M/14}

Black {M/1}
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2009 Women’s Outerwear Line Overview

WOMEN’S Convertible Liner Series pages 60 - 65

Vern Jacket / Houston Pant

Tevis Jacket

Tobin Jacket / Katie Pant

WOMEN’S Insulated Series pages 66 - 75

Amy Jacket / Newberry Pant

Hearn Jacket / Muller Pant

Beth Jacket

WOMEN’S Shell Series pages 76 - 81

Peterson Jacket / Kim Pant

Angela Jacket / Sammoff Pant

Chrissy Jacket / Linda Pant

GIRL’S Outerwear pages 82 - 85

Vernie Jacket / Lindy Pant

58

Candy Jacket / Lil Fuji Pant

Chris Jacket

Richardson Jacket / Fuji Pant

Heather Jacket / Lucy Pant

Candice Jacket

Melissa Jacket / Caprioli Pant

Women’s Outerwear Features

2009

9

1. Cross-Breeze Vents

21. Pull-Tight Hem

2. Glove Holders

22. Snap-Tight Hem

3. Waterproof/Breathable
Membranes

23. Battery-Charged Heated Liner

Dump heat quick when hiking with the cooling cross-breeze of vents
inside and out. No-snag mesh keeps snow outside and adds flash with
printed pinstriping.

28

Stash gloves with a single snap when eating lunch, retying boots,
buying a lift ticket or screwing with bindings. The tensioned cord
hides beneath a cargo flap when idle.

7

25

This thin, permanent film on the inside of our shell fabric prevents
snow, sleet and rain from breaking the seal. Microscopic pores allow
sweat to escape when charging hard.

4. Shell Fabric Ratings

5. Snap-in Warm-ups

25. Goggle Pocket

6. Sheddable Hood Fur

26. Internal Security Pocket

7. Fog-free Exhaust

27. Media Pocket

When bunkered in the collar to save face on the chair, our exhaust
vent channels each see-your-breath exhale out existing mesh vents so
goggles don’t fog.

8. Mix-and-Match Cheat Sheet

(Diagram represents only a
portion of the total women’s
outerwear features)
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10. Cross-thigh Cargos

30. Three-Layer Fabric

Custom tabs in all Foursquare pants allow a quick link between jacket
gaiter and pant band. The result is a bombproof–or bomb-hole-proof–
seal against snow.

13. Full Seam Taping

At the 10K threshold and above, every stitch of seam is taped to ensure a leakproof seal. The 5K styles use critical taping to stop seepage
in the seat and shoulders.

14. Overlapped Articulation

Instead of just pinching it off at the knee, we fold our pleats in a
military-style overlapped construction for a distinct look that allows
for a greater range of motion.

15. Custom Trims

We invest time and thought into each Foursquare trim to give it the
refined style that makes our brand so highbrow. From zips to tape
each special trim is verifiably custom.

16. Fixed Synthetic Fill

Lofted synthetic insulation brings a higher degree of warmth to our
insulated and convertible pieces. This shiver-resistant fill traps heat
even during wet storm cycles.

17. Drop Hood Construction

Dropping down for zero-blind protection but hanging back with no
chokehold, our fixed hood lets the collar stand when not in use.

18. Hot Pocket Gaiters

Keep the cuff-to-cuff gap covered with this stretch gaiter. Stashes a
single-serving heater at each wrist to regulate total body temp.

19. Ghost Gaiters

Shockcord this gaiter tight with a thumb-through entry to reduce
wrist exposure. Low-bulk design keeps the stealth gaiter undetected
when not in use.

20. Zip-Tight Hem

Raise hems above mud, grit and asphalt without bending down or
rolling them up. A special non-opening zipper adds five inches of lift
with a single one-way motion.
(Diagram represents only a
portion of the total women’s
outerwear features)

No sick day is complete without the soundtrack. This pocket stashes
your pod inside and routes cords internally so eclectic playlists with
everything from Death Cab and Jurassic 5 to Kiss and Motorhead keep
rocking without interruption.

29. Booty Access Feature

Cinching both peripherally and around the aperture, our detachable
hoods shut out elements while still keeping the line or the landing in
clear view. No blindsides means fewer tumbles.

12. Tab-down Waist Gaiters

39

Stow the stuff it would suck to lose until spring on the inside, and zip
this interior pocket closed to keep them safe. No more sweeping for
keys after a scorpion.

9. 20/20 Hoods

When another dog at lunch creates an immediate need for more girth,
this notch of Lycra® expands to give an extra inch of room around the
belt. Men’s pants only.

20

Being ready with a spare pair on a deep day means more fresh tracks
than your buddy who forgot to think ahead. Stash yellow lens specials
at hip level in our scratch-resistant pocket.

28. Anthro Print

11. Chilidog Gusset

15

Keep the pass or ticket tucked safely away with our under-flap access
pocket. An easy one-handed lift when asked to show your pass. No
more leashes, laces, cords or strings.

Each jacket and pant in the line comes with a custom style guide to
prevent clashing your kit when matching plaids, patterns, stripes
and solids.

A Foursquare signature, this lift-access configuration stows highpriority stuff in the cargo and also dumps heat chimney-style through
a zip-open thigh vent inset above the pocket.

12

Dial in the right temp with this electrified fleece liner. A removable
controller turns up heat from one hand pocket while a removable
battery plugs into the other and delivers eight hours of heat on a
six-hour charge. Soft, washable wiring transfers heat to chest and
shoulder panels.

24. Ticket Window

All our faux hood fur can be peeled off quickly when high pressure
is the rule. When cold air returns, snap it back on and warm up,
Arctic-seal style.

18

Instead of rocking pirate pants, this feature snaps hems up into
the leg lining to protect cuffs from wear, grime and being dragged
through the mud.

From 5K to 25K our waterproof fabric ratings identify the seal at the
shell. The second number in the mathematical formula is breathability, which utilizes microscopic pores to let steam and sweat vapors
escape to prevent the kit from overheating.
The heaters in our convertible series snap in with a no-zip interface
that allows unhindered bend-and-twist mobility while still allowing for
fumble-free operation of the waist gaiter.

39

Pull cuffs out of the muck with this taffeta tab system that tucks
inside inseam vents. Two-level snap provides different levels of lift to
match personal sag.

Signature ladies-specific prints decorate our interior linings with classic distinction. A visual treat when dressing down in the lodge.
Tighten or loosen SLR laces in line or on the chair by simply pulling,
tucking and re-zipping. Inset in the pocket, this handle-width opening
Velcros® closed when boots feel just right.
Our three-layer 25K fabric features a translucent tricot backing that
feels smooth on bare skin. Highly waterproof and highly breathable.

31. Fusion Seam Technology

Fused seams and zips prevent single-stitch punctures of the waterproof seal and save on stiffening seam tape.

32. Hidden Hood Cinch

By tucking toggles inside the chest pocket, this cleaner cinch system
keeps hands protected when battening down the hood on storm days.

33. Back Arm Venting

Anatomically placed arm vents allow heat to rise skyward when riding
hard. A left/right configuration keeps the shoulder blades free of
stiff zippers.

34. Hip Vent Placement

Outseam positioning keeps zippers at arms length, whether sitting on
the chair, hiking the pipe or balancing carefully on heelside.

35. Goose Down

A feathery supply of 80/20 goose down insures our 25K puffy is packed
with a high feather-to-fill ratio. This high-grade mix means lots of
warmth with minimal weight.

36. Stowable Balaclava

For days that mandate zero exposed skin, this stashed protection
keeps the face covered when riding out severe windchills. Single snap
attaches clava to collar.

37. Tailored Fit

Modern and stylish, this fit trims the sag out of the standard
snowboard silhouette. A more sophisticated way to rock the latest
on-hill style.

38. Baggy Fit

For those who will rock only the biggest and baggiest, this XL fit option
is designed to enable pants to sag low on the hips. Big loops allow for
a thick studded belt.

39. Detachable Coin Purse

Wrapped around the sleeve, attached at the leg or carried after the
lifts close, this removable shred girl accessory fits everything from
cash and card to items essential for touch ups.

40. Check Yourself Mirror

Keep an eye on your appearance with this soft pass-pocket mirror.
A key accessory for checking the smile after lunch or making sure
sunscreen is working at full SPF.
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WOMENS_Shell Series

{OUTERWEAR}

PETERSON JACKET

· Hot pocket gaiter

Smart girls go shell to keep body heat from falling when
riding in cold weather. Our tech piece has a similar IQ in
style with custom snaps and a tapestry pattern.

· Dual entry hand pockets

W SHELL
W SHELL
JKT
W1SHELL
JKT 1 JKT 1

· Stylish custom snaps
· RemovableWHITE/
hood w/sheddable fur

15,000 mm Waterproofing / 10,000 g Breathability

BROWN
BROWN
RAINBOW
White
/RAINBOW
Black Rainbow
WHITE/
WHITE/WHITE/
Herringbone
{W/25}
BLACK
BLACK
RAINBOW
BLACK
RAINBOW
RAINBOW

E/
KNBOW
RAINBOW

White Clay / Lilas Jacquard {W/15}

COOL
L
UARD
D

WHITE
WHITE
CLAY/
CLAY/
LILAS
LILAS
JACQUARD
JACQUARD
KEEP
KEEP
COOL
COOL
KEEP COOL
JACQUARD
JACQUARD
JACQUARD

LILAS
LILAS
JACQUARD
JACQUARD
Brown
Rainbow
BROWN
BROWN
RAINBOW
BROWN
RAINBOW
RAINBOW

{W/18}

Lilas Jacquard {W/11}

Keep Cool Jacquard {W/4}

LILASLILAS
JACQUARD
JACQUARD
LILAS JACQUARD

KEEP COOL
JACQUARD

Black {W/24}
BLACK
BLACK
WHITE
WHITE
CLAY/
WHITE
CLAY/ CLAY/
LILASLILAS
JACQUARD
JACQUARD
LILAS JACQUARD

BLACK
BLACK BLACK

Hot Pocket Gaitor

W SHELL
W SHELL
PANT
PANT
1 KIM
1 KIM

Custom Trims

W
WW
SHELL
SHELL
SHELL
PANT
PANT
PANT
11KIM
KIM
1 KIM

Hidden Outseam Venting

Back View

KIM PANT

The slimmer profile and attractive drape shape this shell
with feminine mystique. Stealth cargos stow items easily,
and secretive vents keep bulk minimal.
15,000 mm Waterproofing / 10,000 g Breathability

SIERRA
SIERRA
MADRE
MADRE

WHITE
WHITE
CLAY
CLAY

LILAS
LILAS
JACQUARD
JACQUARD

SIERRA
SIERRA
SIERRA
MADRE
MADRE
MADRE

WHITE
WHITE
WHITE
CLAY
CLAY
CLAY

LILAS
LILAS
LILAS
JACQUARD
JACQUARD
JACQUARD

Sierra Madre {W/10}

White {W/25}
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White Clay {W/5}

Black Rainbow

BROWN RAINBOW

LILAS JACQUARD

WHITE CLAY/
LILAS JACQUARD

BLACK

BLACK RAINBOW

Lilas Jacquard {W/11}

Black {W/24}

WHITE
WHITE

Herringbone
{W/26}
BLACK
BLACK
RAINBOW
RAINBOW

BLACK
BLACK

WHITE
WHITE
WHITE

BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
RAINBOW
RAINBOW
RAINBOW

BLACK
BLACK
BLACK

· Hidden cargos
· Hidden zipper venting
· Pull tight hem adjustment

W SHELL JKT 2

2009

Shell Series_WOMENS

{OUTERWEAR}

ANGELA JACKET
W SHELL
W SHELL
JKT 2 JKT 2

Four-pocket balance provides the room this shell needs
W SHELL
JKT 2 W
JKT
SHELL
2 upright
JKT 2
forW SHELL
all-day
sessions. The detachable coin purse
keeps on-area or off-area essentials in one spot.

· Pit zips
· Subtle chest pockets
· Detachable coin purse pocket
· Removable hood

10,000 mm Waterproofing / 10,000 g Breathability

BLACKBLACK
BIGTOOF/
BIGTOOF/
BLACKBLACK
SMALLSMALL
TOOF TOOF

REJUVREJUV
BIGGIEBIGGIE
DOTS DOTS

Black Big Toof /
BLACKBLACK
BLACKBLACK
BIGTOOF/
BIGTOOF/
BLACK BIGTOOF/
Black
Small
ToofSMALL
{W/27}
BLACKBLACK
SMALLSMALL
TOOF
BLACKTOOF
TOOF

Tan Big Toof /
TAN Small
BIG
TAN
TOOF
BIGToof
TOOF
Tan
{W/19}
REJUVREJUV
BIGGIEBIGGIE
DOTS
REJUVDOTS
BIGGIE
DOTS
TAN SMALL
TAN SMALL
TOOF TOOF

Black {W/24}

WHITE/WHITE/
BLACKBLACK BLACK
BERRYBERRY
BIGGIEBIGGIE
DOTS DOTS

BLACK BIGTOOF/
BLACK SMALL TOOF

White / Berry Biggie Dots {W/5}

WHITE/
WHITE/ WHITE/
BERRYBERRY
BIGGIEBIGGIE
DOTS
BERRYDOTS
BIGGIE DOTS

Rejuvenate Biggie Dots {W/21}
REJUV BIGGIE DOTS

BLACK

TAN BIG TOOF
TAN SMALL TOOF

Humbolt {W/3}
HUMBOLT
HUMBOLT
TAN BIG
TAN
TOOF
BIG TOOF
TAN BIG TOOF
TAN SMALL
TAN SMALL
TOOF
TANTOOF
SMALL TOOF

W SHELLPANT
W SHELLPANT
2 SAMMOFF
2 SAMMOFF

Back View

HUMBOLT
HUMBOLT
HUMBOLT

Interior Thumb Cuffs

Removable Hood

Removable Coin Purse

Inseam Venting

WW
SHELLPANT
SHELLPANT
2 SAMMOFF
2 SAMMOFF

SAMMOFF PANT

An arcing back band gives this pant coverage to prevent
cold sacral shots in foot-plus pow. Detachable coin purse
pockets essentials from dawn to dusk.

· Hidden inseam vents
· Low leg pocket
· Detachable coin purse
· Snap tight hem adjustment

10,000 mm Waterproofing / 10,000 g Breathability

BLACK
BLACK
SMALL
SMALL
TOOF
TOOF

Black Small Toof {W/28}
BLACK
BLACK
SMALL
SMALL
TOOF
TOOF

Olivine {W/16}

WHITE
WHITE
CLAY
CLAY

White Clay {W/25}
WHITE
WHITE
CLAY
CLAY

Berry Biggie Dots {W/5}

TAN
TAN
SMALL
SMALL
TOOF
TOOF

Tan Small Toof {W/20}
TAN
TAN
SMALL
SMALL
TOOF
TOOF

Black {W/24}

OLIVINE
OLIVINE

BERRY
BERRY
BIGGIE
BIGGIE
DOTS
DOTS

BLACK
BLACK

OLIVINE
OLIVINE

BERRY
BERRY
BIGGIE
BIGGIE
DOTS
DOTS

BLACK
BLACK
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